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History tells us that marketing directors, or chief
marketing officers, rarely get the top job, even when
they sit in the C-Suite. Instead, finance directors and
chief operating officers are more commonly favoured
for promotion to chief executive.
Yet why is this? As the gatekeeper to the consumer,
CMOs should be in prime position to exploit this to
their advantage, particularly because other C-suite roles
are heavily inwardly looking. But their path to success
is often blocked with a blinkered vision that does not
put growth at the heart of their agendas or a failure to
see the bigger business picture. That’s real, sustainable
growth focused on profit, for example, rather than sales
volumes delivered only via minimal margins.
CMOs must become instead chief “growth” officers
to thrive (whatever the role is called), taking on
business critical roles that go far beyond marketing and
branding alone.
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A technique not unlike the talented chief growth officer scouring global
markets for opportunities…

It is why in 2019 McDonald’s and Johnson & Johnson
were among the brands to get rid of their CMO
positions to spread duties across a number of roles or
replace with a chief growth officer or chief customer
officer. Mastercard CMO and World Federation
of Advertisers’ president Raja Rajamannar noted a
“further erosion of the chief marketing role” that year.
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The pictures used in this booklet are the work of photographer Felix
Bartlett. They were part of his degree show at Falmouth University
in 2019. The technique he used is called ‘photo stacking’ – using up
to 10,000 images, each taken at a different focal length covering a
different sector of the subject. These are then combined to create the
rich and beautiful images that allow us to see things to a depth and
radiance our eyes cannot.

And at The Cannes Lions Festival of Creativity 2019,
marketers lined up to berate insular thinking, a lack of
commercial focus and too few positive role models as
reasons why marketers were seldom awarded the ‘top
job’. “The days of the CMO being the advertising and
logo-running person are over,” Diego Scotti, CMO at
US telecoms giant Verizon said. “That’s why the only
way of getting the tenure of CMOs higher is with
CMOs becoming more commercial.”
The advertising industry’s obsession with simple
turnover shows it doesn’t understand profit: there
isn’t, and never has been, any substantial evidence that
advertising is the sole cause, and sales are the effect.
Instead, marketers must think with clarity and purpose
about what growth entails. Real, sustainable growth
is only available by pulling the levers of strategy,
innovation and ingenuity alongside investment.
In this manifesto, we explore how marketers can grasp the
growth agenda, turbo boost a turnaround and in doing so,
reposition themselves as a company’s natural heir apparent.
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Polybothris sumptuosa

From marketing
transformation to
a growth agenda
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Agelia petelii

A McKinsey study from 2019 found that 83% of
global CEOs say that marketing can be a major
driver of growth.

•

However, 23% of CEOs do not feel that
marketing is delivering on that agenda.

•

Only half the CFOs surveyed said marketing
delivered on the promise of driving growth, and
40% didn’t think that marketing investments
should be protected during a downturn.

•

It says less than a quarter, 24%, of marketers
could be considered “unifiers” - “masters at
fostering cross-functional collaboration”, with
broad P&L responsibility and a role defining the
company’s strategy.

•

PwC’s 23rd Annual Global CEO Survey showed
only 27% of CEOs were ‘very confident in their
prospects for revenue growth in 2020, a low level
not seen since 2009.

•

For the first time, more than half (53%) of
CEOs believe the rate of global economic
growth will decline.

•

65% of UK CEOs plan to launch a new product
or service in 2020, according to the PwC survey.

•

Research from Korn Ferry in January 2020 shows
the average tenure of a CMO in the US is the
lowest of all C-suite titles, at an average 3.5 years.
That is down from the 2016 analysis, when the
average was 4.1 years.

•

The average tenure across the C-suite (CEO,
CFO, CHRO, CMO, CIO/CTO) is 4.9 years.

•

“Short CMO tenure is a reflection of a lack of
understanding of how powerful this role can really
be in terms of driving business outcomes,” said
Caren Fleit, Korn Ferry leader, Global Marketing
Officers Practice. “This often leads to lack of
clarity around tangible deliverables and also to
hiring a CMO whose skills and experiences may
not be aligned with business needs.”
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•

Intro

Congratulations.
You are on the shortlist to be Chief Growth Officer
for GlobalCorp, a 25,000 employee business operating
around the world.
As one of three competing candidates you have
been asked to present your thoughts on how you
would tackle your first 100 days in office, should
you be successful.
GlobalCorp must rekindle organic growth – the
last few years have been steady if unspectacular in
performance. New entrants, led by AggressiveCorp
in particular, have consistently delivered better
numbers and some shareholders are getting restless.
AggressiveCorp are also winning the coverage
war – regularly gaining public plaudits for brave
new initiatives. As a consequence, the shares of
AggressiveCorp trade at a premium to the market
while GlobalCorp’s lag behind.
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GlobalCorp is a respected business – a business
valued for its steady dividend growth and careful cash
management. It is averse to risk. But in your earlier
interviews, the CEO has consistently pointed out
how much he wants GlobalCorp to be seen as a better
bet than AggressiveCorp – but recognises he needs a
different growth narrative (and numbers) if this is to
be achieved.

This is a job with no hiding place – you have
to put yourself on the line. If you achieve the
turnaround the CEO wants you will be a natural
as his successor.
If things carry on as they have been, however…
Over a long weekend, you put together the ten things
you must do to deliver a robust growth strategy for
GlobalCorp over your first 100 days.
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Anisorrhina Lequeuxi

Your 10 Step
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Growth Strategy

Decide the strategic trajectory of the business
Use Occam’s razor to surface the business biases
Build a team of divergent thinkers
(and keep them safe)
Build real customer understanding
Evaluate the potential in the existing technology
and capabilities of the business
Know and control the numbers
Create a coherent, dynamic growth and
innovation strategy
Focus on process and discipline
Redraw the budget
19
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Map the tectonics of change affecting the business

The company
background

GlobalCorp is, of course, already spending a great deal
of money and resources in the attempt to find growth.
It’s called marketing, a word that when defined by
the textbooks involves everything in the 10 steps
proposed above. But in reality GlobalCorp, like so
many others, has been succoured into obsessing about
the procurement of communications and presentation
techniques.
As an industry, marketing services businesses have
come to hold these disciplines against short term
goals, and tell ourselves the fallacy that we are ‘driving
sales’.
Advertising isn’t working in the way we think.
And the truth is, it never has.
We need a totally new approach to how we reach
out and communicate with our customers. Since the
language of our actions is hugely more powerful than
the language we use to tell people about ourselves,
businesses must integrate their thinking across the
whole marketing matrix.
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The tactic of expecting promotion alone to achieve
significant growth is plain daft in today’s complex
world. Instead, we have to show our customers what
we truly are in everything we do – what we sell, how

From growth goal
Customer needs and wants

we sell it, how much we sell it for, how we structure
our business to make a positive contribution to the
ecology of the planet as well as the language and
approach we use to express all that.

Commercial possibility
Timing

We call that the marketing matrix.

New Possibilities: PTSE
Market opportunity
The bubble: mission/ vision/ values
Current path: strategy
Understanding: critical thinking
Politics: team/ organisation/ management
Resources and capabilities
Product
Pricing
Distribution
Communication
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To results

The pitch
in detail
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Map the business
tectonics of change
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We live in a world where it is easy to believe that
growth and successful new products are the result of a
talented, visionary individual who harnesses immense
persuasive power to sell what they can make.
As with so many management ideas, it’s nonsense.
Successful entrepreneurs exist, but their success is
not merely down to their talent alone. Rather, their
success has come from the changing world being ready
for what they have to offer. By luck or judgement,
successful growth and innovation springs from these
windows as they open – and we need to be quick to
satisfy the emergent need.

GlobalCorp must avoid that trap.
Instead, our first task is to ensure the C-suite shares
and understands the shifts and changes affecting the
world of our customers.
Together, we will then find a sequence of innovation
territories that will fit with the longer-term narrative
of the business. It’s a new core skill: GlobalCorp must
read the shifting preferences in the world better than
any other organisation. Armed with that foresight and
understanding, growth will happen.

Does GlobalCorp objectively understand the world
we’re in, and then apply its creative spark to solving
emergent opportunities and problems?
Markets are like the tectonic plates that cover the
surface of our world. They move slowly, but every
now and then they erupt at the edges – throwing up
immense confusion and opportunity. Right now, for
instance, there is massive volcanic activity caused by
the digital tectonic plate forcing change across many
others.
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So many businesses fail to notice the tectonic shifts
in the world around them. And when they do, they
frequently try to resist them or deny their significance.

When Apple’s late founder Steve Jobs imagined the
iPod, he was not the first – by a long shot – to launch
an MP3 player, but the device introduced in 2001 was
revolutionary. He looked at it not just as a physical product
- though its sleekness and simplicity was a crucial factor but a reimagining of the music industry itself, a legitimate
alternative to illegal downloading service Napster. In
2007, 48% of Apple’s $7.1billion quarterly revenue came
from the iPod. The iTunes Music Store in 2003 changed
the way people bought and listened to music, and within
the first week more than a million songs were sold. Later,
the company was slow to adopt the streaming model but
is now pushing to transform itself into a leading digital
services provider with music, podcasts and most recently an
AppleTV+ subscription service.
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Dysmusia cyanea

Decide the
strategic trajectory
of the business
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It’s only by being brutally objective about the current
business that we can begin to understand what our
growth efforts need to achieve. Most businesses that are
experiencing modest growth or gentle decline still insist
growth is just around the corner – and that by changing
its CEO and trying harder things will pick up.
While that may sometimes be the case and growth can
be restored, most of the time it is because the market is
moving on, gravitating towards competitors or different
ways of doing things.
Yet still they insist on putting forward aggressive growth
targets, massaging the numbers, resorting to ever more
costly incentives to shift the volumes they believe are
theirs.
The C-suite of GlobalCorp must truly understand
what its current growth forecasts are based upon.

Nothing in the universe lasts forever. Everything,
every phenomenon, every business stream, is on a
trajectory from birth to death. Yet in business we
rarely face up to understanding where our business sits
on that trajectory. And innovation (and the change
that goes with it) gives us the chance to maintain the
revenue and profit flows.
If we are to grow GlobalCorp again, we must innovate
against the goal of finding the revenues and profits we
need – and perhaps consider different approaches to
managing those products and services that are on the
downslope of their inevitable trajectory.
As part of being very clear about what is driving our
growth today, we must also understand what we need
to achieve in order to satisfy all our stakeholders.
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How much of them are propped up by hope, or valuedestroying tactics? What are customers doing if they’re
buying less? Let’s be really clear as to what is making our
lives harder. By ensuring we all share a truly accurate
fix on the shifts in the market we can genuinely begin
to consider more innovative options for maintaining
our revenues. If we were a UK High Street retail chain
today, we would have to be thinking dramatically
differently about what we will be doing tomorrow.

Ask yourself:
•
•
•
•

Why are investors attracted to our business?
What will keep them satisfied?
How will our staff find growing opportunities for
their talents?
How do we do all we need, yet still care for the
planet we inhabit?
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Use Occam’s Razor
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Due to this complexity, it will seem as though every
suggestion for change is met with valid, reasonable
opposition from one quarter or another. Complexity
of this kind has two consequences: achieving real
change is hard (many will say impossible); but, more
insidiously, clear analysis of the underlying truth of a
situation becomes much harder.
Every hypothesis will be challenged with an alternative
view of the ‘truth’ of a given situation. One person’s
black is another person’s white.
In the absence of an agreed perspective, proposals
for change are easily undermined.
It would therefore be unsurprising to find that
GlobalCorp is frustrated at its ability to try new
things; and that there are multiple views as to the root
of that problem (there may well be those who don’t
accept that it finds it hard to change).
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This is a very human problem, repeated endlessly
whenever we try to manage complexity.

Occam’s razor provides the answer: the principle that
the hypothesis that requires the fewest assumptions
is the ‘most right’ interpretation. GlobalCorp must
make sure it is well practiced at using Occam’s razor.
Let’s be clear: healthy growth is not happening
right now. The simplest answer is to sell new things
to rekindle growth - but can we assume we will
be successful in finding new things that enough
customers will buy?
Arguments that insist growth is available “if ” we
improve this aspect of our business, “if ” we increase
this budget, “if ” we retrain our staff are simply
increasing the number of assumptions being made to
solve the problem of growth.
Equally, growth will demand getting the organisation
to do something new, something different. There
will be a massing of the cautious, the objectors, the
refuseniks, the not-invented-heres. Their objections
will be myriad, and frequently plausible. But they
too must be subject to the test of Occam’s blade.
Frequently objections are based upon complex ideas
of the status quo. Strip away that complexity and
they usually fall apart. If they don’t, then they must
be addressed.
The chief growth officer must guide and encourage
41

GlobalCorp is big. It’s been around a long time in a
relatively stable state. It’s optimized to be as efficient
as human beings will allow. It has good, strong
processes, followed with discipline. It is therefore
a complex organisation.

the organisation (at the very least the C-suite) to lead
the critical thinking necessary in order to cut through
the stasis and make things move faster. It is only by
surfacing all the biases we have that we will find and
commit to successful answers.

True lateral thinkers are hard to find inside big
companies. Small companies – perhaps because they
are automatically so much closer to the market – often
lead the way. Think of the mindset of celebrity chef
Tom Kerridge. From the base of his successful fine
dining restaurant The Hand and Flowers in Marlow
he has added The Coach, which serves great food in a
pub environment. He then took over another rundown
pub, put a butcher’s shop inside it, and created another
example of democratising good food and hospitality in
creative ways for the people of Marlow.
He’s backed all this up by being the driving force behind
a summer festival ‘Pub in the Park’ – an annual
celebration of food, drink, music and community.
There’s no doubt that this sort of creativity has built a
thriving business delivering positive benefits to the local
community. It’s the kind of fresh, positive and creative
thinking that’s hard to find inside many big businesses.
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Trachelophorus giraffa

One big business that does know how to break the mould
is Nike. Its London flagship store Nike Town showed
retailers how to exhibit their merchandise rather than
simply act as a warehouse. It has built an experience
that successfully and stylishly presents the diversity of the
product range, creating an indelible impression of what it
stands for as a business. At a time when the High Street
needs fundamental reinvention, Nike has shown clear
thinking unhindered by the prevailing retail ideas.

Build a team of
divergent thinkers
(and keep them safe)
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In its currently optimized state GlobalCorp will be a
self-reinforcing bubble of ideas and biases that have
served the organisation well for many years. That
bubble, however, will not be conducive to new ideas,
or sensitive to their development. The people who
work for GlobalCorp will find the bubble comfortable
and will instinctively preserve it as it is.
But new ideas are fragile things and will perish easily
unless treated carefully. The bubble of an established
business is a hostile environment for new ideas.
Anything that challenges ‘the way things are done
around here’ will be extinguished or at the very
least neutralised.
We need to build a team of people with diverse
mindsets, who see the world differently, who value
different things, who are natural challengers of the
status quo. And we will need to put them in a bubble
where they are free to express themselves, free to
create, and supported and protected.
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Then, based upon the understanding of the world
we have developed through the tectonics work, we
lead them to create the wildest scenarios we may
see unfolding over the next few years. They become

science-fiction writers, imagining a world 10, 15
and 20 years away. The problems people face in that
world will be very different and will require very
different answers.
This is the epicenter of the quest for growth:
imagining what in the future will replace and kill
off our existing business.
There are few constraints at this stage: anything is
possible. We will have imagined examples of the kind
of businesses and scenarios that will emerge in the
years to come: enough to decide which (if any) we
wish to pursue.
As we conclude this process, we face a challenge.
How do we decide what to pursue? We know from
the various start-up communities that only a small
percentage of startups make it beyond the first couple
of years. Those that fail simply cannot make it as
the harsh realities of the market cut home. We must
acknowledge and be comfortable with the fact that we
will face the same odds.
As we seek to create new revenues to grow GlobalCorp
so we need a disciplined process to get our ideas to
proof of concept with as few resources and as little
risk as possible. We must make sure our funding is
cautious – but not so tight that those working in the
47

GlobalCorp’s quest for growth will need contrarians,
critical thinkers, creative visionaries.

•

The status quo is hard to shake. Take the immediate
backlash that the UK Prime Minister’s strategic
guru faced when he launched an appeal for “weirdos
and misfits”. Special advisor Dominic Cummings
wanted divergent figures to apply for jobs in
Downing Street as part of his plans to shake up the
way the Government is run. Immediately he was
shot down and told he would not be allowed to
bypass Whitehall’s usual recruitment processes, while
acres of news stories warned civil servants would
rebel against seismic changes to the service.

•

One company never afraid to call time on a failing
venture is Google: for every product as successful as
Google Docs, there’s a failure as epic as Google Buzz,
its short-lived instant messaging/social networking
hybrid. Buzz launched in 2010 but was shut down
18 months later. Or remember Google Video? It
was launched soon after YouTube began building
momentum in 2005, but Google’s free video hosting
platform failed to take off. Of course, Google’s deep
pockets meant it instead snapped up YouTube for
$1.65bn - as of 2019 it had some 2 billion active
monthly users worldwide.
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But equally, it will be the chief growth officer’s
responsibility to be ruthless: ready and willing to
call time if a venture begins to struggle in its quest
for growth.
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venture have their vision deflected simply in order
to fight for the resources they need.

Develop real
customer
understanding
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Now we have a creative fix on the future – and a range
of business ideas predicated on that future. The insight
team must now do their work to answer that age old
question: “If we build it, will they come?”
Each of our ideas will serve a different customer
– and we need to begin the dialogue with those
potential customers.
The old ways of research must be challenged – so
much ‘market research’ is biased to tell the client
what they want to hear.
That may sound surprising, but it is another function
of the prevailing bubble to kill honest feedback.
Those in the bubble will defend the status quo so it is
little surprise that market research companies tune in
to what corporate culture allows to be said and will
learn that findings that challenge the status quo will
meet rejection. Thus, the vital feedback about real
market sentiment will be silenced – the bubble will
only hear what it wants to hear.

facing real customers (indeed they frequently are
the first customer – they put together businesses
that solve their personal requirements). That gives
the entrepreneur the edge in terms of proximity to
customer requirements in all their complexity.
So we must rebuild the GlobalCorp insight
function so that we can hear the real reaction of the
dispassionate customer. In almost all cases they will
provide us with more trenchant, cynical, critical
reactions than we’d like to hear. But only when that
dialogue is honest and transparent will we be able
to iterate positively towards the growth we have set
our sights on.
We’ll never escape the reality of putting customers at
the centre of what we do. Our insight efforts must
be challenged to find new ways to understand and
synthesise the amazing diversity present in the markets
we address. Innovation in how we listen will build
another vital competitive advantage.
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Achieving honest dialogue may require new
techniques – building minimum viable products
and seeing if they fly, for instance. Focus groups and
online surveys are rarely the source of truly insightful
feedback. We need and will find better than that.
After all, entrepreneurs usually start their businesses

Psychology and neuroscience show us that human nature
is infinitely complex. We have no coherent explanation as
to why we do the things we do. Yet talk to most marketing
folk and they have an overwhelmingly simplistic view of
what people do when they buy things. Unfortunately, in
buying things, people are just as complex as they are in
all other walks of life. Reducing a marketing task to a
simple ‘funnel’ is deeply insulting to the complexity and
sophistication of judgement humans use.
It may be convenient to think in terms of leads, convert
them to prospects, then turn them into customers. And,
indeed, you can collect data to show such patterns exist.
But if you really want to make a difference, you have to
build a far more nuanced and sophisticated understanding
of humanity, its foibles, its failings, its fragilities.
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Evaluate the
potential in
the existing
technology and
capabilities of
the business
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Like most businesses, GlobalCorp will have little
pockets of knowhow, capability or technology that
are being overlooked as it pursues business-as-usual.
Each and every one of those is potentially a missed
opportunity.
Each one may hold the seed of an idea that would
extend our business, provide growth, possibly flourish
into a mainstay of the business.

Competitive advantage will be built through the
skills we develop in cultivating and nurturing the
ideas we have.
Our commercial nursery must come to be the
envy of the world.

To support our exploration of our innovation
horizons, we must not overlook these small nuggets.
This demands that we should formalize our search for
them, involving the teams in the business in thinking
about what they are sitting on and how such assets
may be unleashed to generate value.
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Once we have identified the seed, it must be
germinated to see what sort of plant may result.
Germination demands another dose of the objective
creativity we have created for the distant horizon
thinking built upon tectonics – so we must take
the seed into the safe house of our development
funnel, turn it over, place it at the heart of a series of
commercial ideas and see which one would generate
the greatest upside. Then it enters the steadily growing
production line of growth-creating ideas.

When Dyson launched a gobsmackingly expensive
hairdryer in 2016 it was, says founder James Dyson,
a four year and £50m “labour of love”. It was also
something of a surprise for many – but should it have
been? From its beginnings as the manufacturer of the
world’s first bagless vacuum cleaner, Dyson has leveraged
its expertise in moving air around, with bladeless fans
and the Airblade hand-dryer to follow.
Its then head of product development for new categories,
Tom Crawford, told TechCrunch: “Dyson will always
invest in new technologies, even when we aren’t sure of
their application yet. Sometimes we see a bit of technology
working in one application and wonder whether that
might solve a problem in another.” The £299 Supersonic
helped boost Dyson’s 2018 sales by 28% to £4.4 billion,
while profits jumped 33% to £1.1 billion.
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Know and control
the numbers
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We must never forget that the entrepreneur will make
a heavy investment of personal time and resource
developing his or her ideas for their business. And
that investment will never be costed – it is paid for
through love and ambition. When a huge business
like GlobalCorp decides to innovate and grow, that
investment comes as a shock.
Success in business may indeed come from a ‘Eureka’
moment – but such moments only come after
months, sometimes years, of preparatory thinking,
study and research. We have to pay for that, or forfeit
our right to be part of it. Chance, as ever, favours the
prepared mind.
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So yes, resource must be consumed as we ‘prepare our
minds’ and explore and develop our future – but we
will not make the mistake of ‘the big bet’. We have
seen it with other global businesses, trapped in their
bubble. The scale of the business has become such
that it breeds a sort of hubris around being bigger and
better and more capable. Inside the bubble, this leads

to an immediate disdain for anything that is small in
volume or financial return. “It’s not big enough” is
a phrase that has damned many growth attempts to
oblivion.
Yet every business there ever was started small and
apparently insignificant. We must celebrate and
appreciate the nobility intrinsic to kindling new
revenues, not deride it. It usually takes four or five
years before a business reaches the part of the growth
curve that is generating serious money and we must
be patient through that period, but ruthless if we
conclude the business, for whatever reason, really is
going nowhere. The seed funders of Silicon Valley
routinely terminate 60-70% of all the startups they
fund in the first 3 years – they can see they will never
achieve the expectation set for them.
There is formidable risk in seeking and fuelling
growth through innovation. That risk can only be
mitigated through sustained judgement based upon
close (but not suffocating) oversight. But there is
probably a greater risk in doing nothing. Our analysis
of the strategic trajectory of the business will tell us
exactly what that risk is.
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In the midst of the creative outpouring to find growth
ideas to sustain GlobalCorp over the next decades, it
would be easy to believe fiscal responsibility has been
bid farewell. This is a familiar cliché that attaches too
easily to growth opportunities and we will not be
following it.

Risk assessment is a tricky exercise, and yet it is the one
thing upon which hinges the future of any new venture.
Will this bright, shiny idea make real money? The greater
the risk, the greater the return should be. We use a simple,
rule of thumb risk assessment tool. Three questions need
answering when considering a new commercial venture
of any kind:
1. What is the risk of the capital disappearing entirely if
the venture doesn’t succeed? Different businesses have very
different risk profiles on this score. A property developer
will require capital to buy the property they seek to
develop. If the venture fails, that property will still
have a value in the market. Contrast that with a simple
consultancy – in the event of failure not much will be left
of the original capital. Consultancy is high risk in this
regard, property development lower risk.
Guesstimate your venture’s score on a 0-100% scale.

3. Finally, how much capital must be committed
before we even get the projected return? Some businesses
require immense amounts of capital before anyone knows
whether they will truly deliver – think Tesla. Different
ventures demand different absolute amounts of funding
and the more needed, the greater the risk.
For a venture that needs £50k to get going, score 20%.
For one that demands £10m, score 100%. Score on a pro
rata basis for amounts in between.
Average the three guesstimates you have an overall risk
score for your venture. That risk roughly tells you the
minimum return the venture should make in order to
justify the risk. This is not high science, but it will guide
you in planning what the venture should achieve in
financial terms.
Return against risk
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2. Once the venture has the capital it needs, what is
the risk if sales stopped (or never started)? This is the
fundamental test of the proposition that is developed
by the new business. If sales stopped, how long would
the business last? If it would be out of business in a
month, that’s quite high risk. If it could last for a year,
that would be lower risk. Suddenly the value of large or
recurring contracts becomes evident.
If the venture would last less than a week, score 100%.
For a year, score 20%.

Three giants who have made the mistake of the big bet in
recent years are Nike, General Motors and Microsoft.
Nike’s FuelBand launched in 2012 and was canned just
two years later. It was seen by many as the first big failure
of the wearable activity tracker market. A study in late
2013 by the NPD Group found that Fitbit was dominating
the retail market for activity tracking and Nike had just
10%. In 2014 it shut down its hardware team in favour
of focusing on fitness software.
In 1996, General Motors rolled out the EV1, an innovative
battery-powered car, in response to a 1990 California law
requiring car makers to produce zero-emissions vehicles in
order to continue selling conventional motors in the state.
Only 1,117 EV1s were made and when California watered
down its emissions requirements in 2001, GM terminated
the model, citing limited demand. It has now, belatedly,
re-entered the electric car race.

Prosopocilus faber
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Microsoft launched its SPOT watches in 2004, hoping
to bring smart wearables to the masses. It was the first in
the range of envisaged smart devices from watches to coffee
makers using Smart Personal Object Technology (SPOT),
but the pet project never took hold. One problem was
it relied on FM-technology at a time when the mobile
internet was starting to take off. It updated the range in
2006 but discontinued them just two years later.
In each case the expected return failed to materialise,
given the risks the project faced.

Create a coherent,
dynamic growth
and innovation
strategy
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We have assembled all the parts we need to build a
coherent growth and innovation strategy. We will
have answers to all the legitimate challenges we face in
securing the airspace and resources we need. We must
now add all this together to show that despite the
risks, the assembled ideas and capability will achieve
the kind of growth targets we have set ourselves.
GlobalCorp will never again rest easy in the pursuit
of growth, but we will have a clear pathway that will
represent our best efforts at organic growth from the
uninspiring performance we’re currently delivering.

Our strategy will cover the three horizons:
1.

Near innovations – things we will do with
existing capabilities in existing markets and are
most likely to generate the quickest returns.

2.

Middle innovations – where we will be using
existing capabilities that we’re not presently using
to find opportunities that we’re not presently
addressing in our current markets.

3.

Far innovations – here we are looking for
revenues from innovations that will force us
to grow our capabilities into things we’re not
presently doing and find our ways into markets
we’re not presently serving.

Our growth and innovation strategy will cover the
whole waterfront of opportunity. It will be based upon
thorough and disciplined thinking and we will have
removed as much innate human bias as possible. All
that will remain is execution. And, of course, constant
iteration and review.
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Rhinocerous

•

Amazon Video and Music is an example of a far
innovation – launching both required building a
technology capability the company did not have, and
simultaneously took the business into new markets
with different competitors. But Amazon recognised
that if it did not innovate, it risked being left behind
in building frequency of visits to its platform.

Capabilities

Existing unused
Existing and used

New

20%
Disruptive
70%
Sustaining

10%
Breakthrough

A successful example of near innovation is the Apple
iPhone. When the company launched the iPhone 11
in 2019 it came with more advanced camera and
processing power and was seen as (for Apple) good value
– costing less than the iPhone XR did a year earlier.

Existing

What kind of innovation?

•

Existing,
Unserved

New
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Markets

Process and
discipline
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The talented, driven, impatient individuals driving
forward with each of our growth initiatives must not be
held back and frustrated any more than they would be if
they were independent of GlobalCorp. Growth demands
speed and agility and we must deliver a corporate
infrastructure capable of working at the same speed as
the market demands.
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After all, the faster we get to the point of finding real
growth potential, the faster we will be achieving the
overall goal of re-establishing the growth of GlobalCorp.

Tesla is a standout example of a business following a
radically different process and discipline. Yes, there
have been moments of apparent chaos and dysfunction.
But it has prevailed – and is now a plausible threat to
established automotive manufacturers.
It has innovated in process terms by integrating a stuntoriented publicity process with occasionally aggressive
styling exercises – think of the Tesla Roadster sent into
space on a rocket launched by Musk’s SpaceX for the
former, or the Cybertruck model for the latter.
The narrative of the business to balance all stakeholders
has almost determined its strategy. On a smaller scale, UK
cycling clothing brand Rapha has approached its business
in a holistic narrative way – building stories with rich
media experiences and clever sponsorships to surround the
customer and reach potential customer.
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In parallel with the development of the strategy,
GlobalCorp must design and adopt a process to
allow decision making and resource approval at
entrepreneurial speeds. If we do not think current
management protocols move fast enough, we must
redesign them.

Redraw the budget
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The growth effort must be embedded into the
functioning of GlobalCorp. That means it has to have
its own budget line and be properly funded. It should
be said that if GlobalCorp doesn’t have the appetite
to fund the scale of initiative envisaged here, then this
work could be done with open-market capital, with
GlobalCorp retaining reduced ownership. While this
may reduce the overall risks faced, it does of course also
reduce the opportunity to participate in the upside.

Streaming TV box manufacturer ROKU is a great
example of how a business can foster a promising new
venture, but then recognise the need for it to have its
independence in order to achieve its success. Originally
owned by Netflix, ROKU was gradually disentangled
as its demand for capital grew, and now it is wholly
independent, having listed in 2017. Close ties with
Netflix are retained, however.

Innovation and growth efforts have to be taken out of
the ‘discretionary spending’ pot, too. Many a bright
idea inside a big corporation has fizzled out when
vital funding was cut off as a quarterly earning target
looked like it would be missed. Starve a business of
capital in its formative phase, and you almost guarantee
it will fail – providing ammunition to the naysayers
and thus making growth initiatives even harder in the
future. If you absolutely must reduce a commitment
to a fledgling operation, allow it to replace the funding
from other sources.
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A 60% controlling interest in global research company
Kantar was recently acquired from WPP by Bain
Capital. Clearly WPP is in no position to invest in
developing a data and research operation for today’s
world, so for Kantar to develop it had to have access to
new capital.

So.
Ten things we
need to start in
the next 100
days. Will it all
be concluded?
No.
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But the first level of thinking across all these dimensions
can be delivered. We will then understand what we’re
up to, be clear as to the work that must be done and
feel a lot more confident that a structure is emerging
that will carry GlobalCorp through the next decades.
And open up the possibility that, by consistent and
expert growth planning, GlobalCorp will avoid the
otherwise inevitable trajectory towards death.
So we will call a complete review of every marketing
relationship we have as a business against this wider
agenda. We must find partners willing and able to
think differently, truly reconsider what it takes to find
growth in today’s world. And we will not approve
any marketing expenditure until such time as we
are satisfied that what is proposed contributes cost
effectively across the whole marketing matrix.
For too long marketing services businesses have held
their clients in thrall to a fantasy that the simple act of
using their services will deliver growth. In some cases, it
does. But infinitesimally rarely is that growth sufficient
for what we require. GlobalCorp will stop listening
to the fantasists peddling illusory growth, and start
working hard to delight customers in everything we
do. Once again, integrated critical thinking across all
functions of our business will be demanded of everyone
working at GlobalCorp.
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Polybothris sumptuosa

Achieving this will
demand change

Change means doing things differently. In many
cases, radically differently.
If growth was easy to find, we’d be doing it already.
But we cannot continue to do the same thing,
reaching for the same old tools, and expect to see
things change. Change means change. And that means
marketers, or growth officers, must become masters
in thinking from first principles. They must build
judgement with each decision taken to proceed with
the initiatives identified and invented. They must be
hyper-conscious of the bias inherent in their present
bubbles, and to know and respect when they need to
step outside that bubble.
Businesses must become at ease with the debate of
growth and coherently present a steady sequence of
new experiences to delight those customers who have
bought from them before and those who will buy
from them in the future.
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The growth that follows will secure a successful,
sustainable future; trounce the pretenders and
elegantly sidestep a decline into oblivion - all the
while positioning the chief growth officer as a chief
executive in-waiting.

•

Putting differentiated products in front of
potential customers at the appropriate moment
remains a fundamental part of running a
successful business. Almost all successful brands
today eschew the conventional commitment to
‘marketing’ as it is popularly practised. (Tesla,
Apple, Rapha, Aesop, BrewDog, The Row, Red
Bull, any successful food service business…)

•

Such brands are successful due to the consistency
of values and creativity of approach they show
in everything they do, through tight control and
rigid, entrepreneurial levels of approval - and a
commitment to doing things differently.

•

History teaches us that human beings are capable
of believing things that aren’t true. It also shows
that there’s a lag between widespread contrary
evidence being identified and most people accepting
it as a new ‘truth’ – and this perceptual lag gives the
entrepreneur the opportunity to disrupt.

•

Right now, all businesses (and the economies they
trade within) face unprecedented change and
upheaval. It is reasonable to predict that most of
those businesses will fail to adapt to these changes,
given the human characteristic of cognitive bias.
This failure will lead to their death.

•

One of the abiding fictions of the existing business
paradigm is that managing the communications
interface between a business and its customers has
a disproportionate power over sales. Yet there is no
evidence to support this view. This fiction and the
stories it creates prevents many businesses from
effectively responding to the challenge of growth
as the world changes. It is a blindspot that has to
change before there is any chance of survival.

•

The lesson for most businesses is to recognise
that sustaining a business depends upon
a far more complex understanding of the
relationship with paying customers than they
achieve at present. The current rhetoric used to
understand customers pays insufficient heed to
the complexity of the present day relationship
between individuals and commerce.

•

The current trend towards fragmentation of
marketing services into many specialist businesses
further dilutes the chance of any brand reaching
out to customers in a coherent, differentiated
manner.

•

The strategy, talent, structure, lines of
communication and approval used to manage
the entirety of the business’ external profile and
behaviour must be redesigned on the basis of
first principles.
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Final conclusion

External agencies that seek to add value by
offering strategic thinking only in support of
their specialism will cease to have influence.
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•

There will be a renaissance for putting decision
making over matters of external expression at
the heart of all businesses, following the lead of
all successful recent brands. Instead of focusing
exclusively on communications, however, the
new approach will reinvent the original definition
of marketing: harmonising the customer offer
across the product itself, the price it is pitched
at, the way it is distributed and the manner of
its presentation. Any or all of these levers will
be used creatively to achieve the goal of growth.
The customer interpretation of the aggregate of
all these efforts will be the critical determinant,
and lead to a new level of anthropological and
psychological research. These expressions will be
rooted in a wider understanding of the world, a
wider appreciation of where people are headed.

•

Finally, we will see chief growth officers
come to dominate the agenda of successful
businesses over the next 20 years. Earning the
respect of their board level peer group, they
will lead and embrace change – and foster
outwardly facing, customer-savvy responses to
carefully uncovered commercial opportunities.

There will be a rush of entrepreneurial
communications craft-centred new entrants
delivering against the demands of those
controlling true marketing, but only a few will
be party to the strategic central control – the
beating entrepreneurial heart. Talent from the
dying marketing services businesses will need to
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•

reskill, be more flexible, understand how to apply
their skills across different briefs. The skilled TV
commercial writer will have to adjust their talent
to suit any number of different formats, not
merely the 60 second commercial.
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Fearlessly Frank is an innovation, marketing
and brand consultancy.
The task of reaching out to and attracting
customers is undergoing seismic change.
All businesses must therefore adapt what
they do if they are to succeed in the new
environment.
Our goal is to deliver the ideas and
inspiration needed to adapt successfully.
This booklet borrows from the process we
use to help our clients embrace the future in
the pursuit of revenue-enhancing growth.
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www.fearlesslyfrank.com

